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Abstract—Starting up inverter-based resources (IBRs) and
integrating them into a grid are important in real-world en-
gineering and there are many challenges to be tackled. Using a
laboratory-scale hardware test bed (50 Watt and 20 V), this paper
demonstrates the challenges and provides a practical start-up
process that can smoothly energize two grid-tied voltage-sourced
inverters (VSI) and synchronize the VSIs into a 60-Hz grid. The
hardware test bed consists of two SiC VSIs and a 45-kW Chroma
grid simulator to act as the grid. The inverter controls are
implemented in OPAL-RT OP5600, which has the measurements
sensed, control algorithms processed, and gate signals generated
and sent to the VSI switches. This research focuses on examining
how to energize VSIs and how to synchronize the VSIs into
the grid. The best energizing approach is summarized based
on comparison and analysis of the experiment results. The
presented approach can prevent large transients during the start-
up process.

Index Terms—Grid-tied VSI; Soft Start; Synchronization.

I. INTRODUCTION

Inverter-based resources (IBRs), e.g., wind and solar photo-

voltaics, draw great attention from researchers and industrial

professionals. To date, their operation, control, and dynamic

studies have been presented by a rich literature, e.g., [1]–[3].

On the other hand, the majority of the research is based

on the assumption that IBRs are operating at steady state

prior to dynamic events. The post-event phenomena, e.g., sub-

synchronous oscillation (SSO), weak grid stability issues, over

voltage issues, are the study focuses [4]–[8].

This paper aims to investigate a practical approach of

starting up multiple grid-tied IBRs. Starting up a converter,

whether it is a dc/dc converter or a dc/ac converter, requires

careful design and is an important research topic. See e.g. [9]

on dc/dc resonant converter start-up research and [10]–[13] on

dc/ac converter start-up research.

Starting up a grid-tied VSI is also very important to real-

world engineering, especially in the area of black start or

restoration [11], IBR grid integration [10]. While the start-

up process is compared and documented in the literature, the

results are mainly collected from software simulations, e.g.,

[11]–[13], which is still different from the real-world hardware

operation.

Generally speaking, synchronizing an IBR into a grid is

a challenging issue. Even both the IBR (not yet connected

to the grid) and the grid are operating at 60 Hz, the angle

difference between the IBR and the interconnecting bus is

varying since the frequencies of the IBR and the grid may not

be exactly 60 Hz. If the IBR plant is connected to a bus at a

random time without a proper synchronization procedure, this

could cause severe damage to the IBR due to large transients.

Furthermore, connecting multiple IBR plants to the power grid

could be another challenging issue. If the start-up process is

not well designed, loop current and large transient dynamics

may be introduced. Therefore, it is essential to design a

starting procedure to safely energize the IBR plants from the

beginning.

Compared to the traditional electric machine type of gen-

erators, IBRs’ performance is dependent on power electronic

control algorithms. The main purpose of adopting soft energiz-

ing process is to ensure smooth grid connection by avoiding

large transients. The energizing process can be separated into

three major parts as follows.

• Part 1: Pre-charge the dc-link capacitor

• Part 2: Synchronize the inverter to the grid

• Part 3: Adjust VSI operations

To realize and test the energization process, the converter

control algorithms are implemented within an OPAL-RT Real-

time Simulator. The advantage of a real-time controller is that

it can provide flexibility to switch controls at real time without

stopping the experiments.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II de-

scribes the test bed topology and the hardware implementation.

Section III discusses every stage of the proposed energizing

process. Section IV summarizes the lessons learned from the

study. Finally, the conclusion is given in Section V.

II. SYSTEM TOPOLOGY

The single-line diagram of the study system is shown in

Fig. 1.

Two grid-following VSIs are to send power to the grid.

At the dc side, two individual dc power supplies are directly

connected to the dc-link capacitors. At the ac side, the two

inverters are connected to the point of common coupling

(PCC) through choke filters. A shunt capacitor is connected

to the PCC bus for filtering and reactive power compensation.

Three sets of series-connected resistors and inductors are

deployed to represent the transmission line.

For the general energizing process, we use one VSI for

study and experiments. For multiple IBR energizing process,
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Fig. 1: Single-line diagram of the system topology. Two grid-following VSIs
are integrated in a grid.

both VSIs are employed. Different starting procedures will be

compared.

A laboratory-scale hardware test bed has been built. Fig. 2

presents the hardware components and their interconnections.

The dc power supplies connected are B&K Precision 1666

with a maximum voltage of 40 V and a current of 5 A. The

power grid is implemented using Chroma Regenerative Grid

Emulator 61845. Two sets of three-phase VSIs are grouped

by 6 individual Imperix’s half-bridge Silicon Carbide (SiC)

PEB-8024 power modules.

The terminal output current measurements are collected by

the on-board current sensors of each SiC module. The three-

phase voltages on the PCC bus are measured by OPAL-RT’s

OP8662 sensor box. All measurement analog signals are fed

into the OPAL-RT’s OP5600 real-time simulator, where the

real-time data acquisition and controllers are implemented.

Finally, the gate signals are outputed by OP5600 via the analog

output ports.

For safety reasons, the power level is lowered to study

the energizing process to avoid large reverse power flow and

current. The power level will be boosted up in once the starting

procedure is completed. The parameters of the test bed are

shown in Table I.

TABLE I: Parameters of the hardware test bed

Category Description Parameter Value
System Rated power Pn 50 VA

Rated voltage Vn 20 V L-L RMS
Nominal frequency fn 60 Hz

dc voltage Vdc 40 V
Switching frequency fsw 5 kHz

Passives Choke inductance Lf 1.5 mH
Choke resistance Rf 70 mΩ
Choke inductance Lf ′ 2.5 mH
Choke resistance Rf ′ 44 mΩ
Shunt capacitance Cf 47 μF
RL line inductance Lg 1.5 mH
RL line resistance Rg 70 mΩ

Controller Inner current control Kp,I ,Ki,I 1, 10 (pu)
Power control Kp,P ,Ki,P 0.25, 25 (pu)

AC voltage control Kp,V ,Ki,V 0.25, 25 (pu)
PLL Kp,PLL,Ki,PLL 60, 1400 (pu)

Filter Low-pass filter time constant Ts 5 ms

III. CRITICAL ENERGIZING STEPS

A. Dc-link Capacitor Pre-charging

Dc-link capacitors are commonly used in VSIs to provide

stable dc voltage at an inverter’s dc-input port by limiting the

voltage fluctuations. The fluctuation can be caused by various

reasons, including e.g., unbalanced operation of inverters. The

usage of the charged dc-link capacitor can also help avoid

large reverse currents if we energizing the dc-link capacitor

using ac electricity. Large current could significantly shorten

the inverter lifespan and cause damage on the dc side sources.

Therefore, the pre-charging step is essential.
Generally, there are two simple methods of pre-charging

the dc-link capacitors when energizing the VSI plants. Either

charging from the dc side or from the ac side. Charging from

dc side is straightforward, connect and turn on the dc side

source while all the power electronics modules remain open

(off) status. For a high dc voltage situation, ramping up the

source voltage is recommended. Charging speed depends on

the voltage level and capacitor size.
Charging the dc-link capacitor from the ac side can be real-

ized by the VSI. For example, we have conducted experiments

to let all the switches of SiC MOSFET-based VSI keep open.

The VSI contains diodes and can act as a rectifier. With all

switches open and the ac side is connected to 20 V L-L

voltage, the full-bridge VSI’s dc-side voltage is 27 V. This

relationship exactly fit a full-bridge rectifier’s dc/ac voltage

relationship [14]:

Vdc = 1.35VLL. (1)

In our research, the dc-link capacitor is pre-charged from the

dc voltage source.

B. Synchronization relying on Phase-Locked-Loop
For grid-tied VSIs, synchronization is an important com-

ponent of both control design and energizing process. In

simulation, a grid is usually represented by an ideal voltage

source with its voltage angle known. Viewed from a 60-Hz

frame, the grid angle can be treated as 0 degree. Based on this

knowledge, we may directly set the pulse width modulation

(PWM) in the 60-Hz dq frame and connecting the VSI to the

grid.
The real-world power grid is not an ideal 60-Hz voltage

source. Its frequency may slightly fluctuate around 60 Hz;

thus, the phase angle of the grid voltage is also fluctuating. It

is usually not at a fixed angle. Even the VSI is operating at

60 Hz with a fixed angle, the phase angle difference between

the VSI and the connecting point may be quite large, which

may lead to large transients.
For grid-tied VSI synchronization, two common control

approaches are well documented: voltage-based synchroniza-

tion and power-based synchronization [15]. The power-based

synchronization has been adopted in grid-forming converters

where the frequency is generated based on power measure-

ments. For grid-following converters, voltage-based synchro-

nization, or phase-locked loop (PLL) technology, is the most

popular synchronization technology. PLL tracks the voltage

phase angle of the sensed bus. A three-phase PLL usually

consists of Park’s transformation, a low-pass filter, and an

integrator. The voltage magnitude (V ), frequency (ω), and

phase angle (θPLL) are extracted from the three-phase voltage

measurements by enforcing vq or the angle difference (Δθ) to

be zero. A simple second-order PLL has been implemented

and shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3: Structure of a second-order PLL.

With the dc-link capacitor pre-charged, the start-up process

continues to synchronize the VSI to the grid. First, we enable

the PLL implemented in the real-time simulator to track down

the grid frequency, phase angle, and voltage magnitude. In the

initial stage, though PWM gate signals have been generated,

they are blocked between the controller and switches; thus,

the VSI is not yet connected to the grid. Before enabling the

gate signals, proper adjustments and preparations are required

to be made manually or automatically for soft energization.

Soft energization of the grid-following VSI system means to

adjust the starting operation condition of the VSI to smoothly

connect to the grid and inject current with minimal transients.

Therefore, the starting current should be as low as possible

to produce almost zero power flow while the VSI remains

online and synchronized. To adjust the operation, two different

methods are performed: (1) open-loop adjustment (manual);

(2) closed-loop control (automatic). Comparison of the exper-

imental results are presented.

1) Open-loop adjustment: In this operation model, the

modulation index magnitude, frequency, and phase angle of

the VSI are adjusted manually.

To generate minimal current when starting the grid-tied VSI,

the modulation should be adjusted based on PCC bus voltage

information provided by the PLL.

The relationship among AC side terminal voltage vt,abc,

dc side voltage Vdc, and modulation index magnitude m is

Vt = mVdc

2 , where Vt is the terminal voltage magnitude.

Therefore, the modulation index magnitude can be quickly

computed and assigned. 60 Hz is usually assumed to be the

nominal frequency for the modulation signal. The angle of the

PCC bus voltage read from the PLL against the universal 0

degree, φ, can be approximately calculated as follows.

φ = θPLL − ω0t, (2)

where ω0 = 2π60 rad/s. Thus, the modulation index phase

angle can now be adjusted manually according to the mea-

surement. This is the basic open-loop adjustment for ener-

gizing grid-tied VSI system. However, as real-world voltage

frequency fluctuates, the frequency of the PCC bus is not

ideally 60 Hz at all time. The frequency difference creates a

current drifting issue when performing open-loop adjustment

manually.

This method is sensitive about the time delay of the test

bed, which are usually caused by hardware devices and

connections. Such issue was usually not included in most

EMT simulations; thus the impact cannot be captured by EMT

simulation.

The open-loop adjustment is realized via the structure shown

in Fig. 4, where values of vd and vq are given based on

measurement manually. Angle θ is adjusted according to the

PLL’s output.

dq/abc k
vd

vq

vtabc mabc

Fig. 4: Structure of open-loop modulation generation on the converter refer-
ence frame.

To compare the differences among manual open-loop adjust-

ments for energizing, the following case studies are performed:

• Case 1: θ = ω0t+ φ, uses ideal 60 Hz.



• Case 2: θ = θPLL+θcomp, uses the measured angle from

PLL compensated with an angle to represent delay of

PWM control.

• Case 3: θ = θPLL, uses the measured angle from PLL

only without delay compensation.

Fig. 5 presents the comparison of experimental results

between Case 1 and 2. The blue lines indicate the energizing

condition when the ideal 60 Hz frequency is applied, where the

drifting issue is obvious. And the red lines show the condition

when PLL frequency and delay compensation are considered.

Therefore, the tracked frequency and phase angle from PLL

should be used when energizing a grid-tied VSI.

Fig. 5: Measurements of real power, reactive power, and the PCC bus voltage
magnitude. Blue lines indicate the results from Case 1. Red lines indicate the
results from Case 2.

In addition to PLL, delay compensation is also important.

Case 3 experiment was performed. The experiment results are

presented in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6: Case 3: Measurements of real power, reactive power, and PCC bus
voltage magnitude from experiments when delay compensation is ignored.

From Fig. 6, the energizing operation created a large reverse

current flow and reactive power. The modulation magnitude

is fully saturated as well. In the experiment, the DC power

supply was faulty immediately when PWM is unblocked due

to the reverse current. Such failure could damage the system if

high power level is applied. Therefore, the PLL and time delay

compensation should always be implemented if manual open-

loop adjustment approach is chosen when energizing grid-tied

VSI systems.

2) Closed-loop control: Although the delay issue is dis-

cussed and resolved, the effort to eliminate its impact

could stay and change when hardware device combination

is changed, which makes the delay compensation also a

variable to adjust manually. Therefore, the closed-loop control

is adopted to resolve the issue.
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Fig. 7: Structure of close-loop dq-frame current controller.

The closed-loop dq-frame current controller is implemented

as shown in Fig. 7. The PI controllers will enforce the

differences between references and measured currents to zero.

The effect of the feed-forward unit, highlighted in the blue

dotted box in Fig. 7, on the start-up process will be examined.

In [1], the authors indicate that the feed-forward compen-

sation can significantly reduce the start-up transients when

energizing VSIs, In this paper, the feed-forward compensation

is examined on the hardware test bed to show the improvement

on soft energizing grid-tied VSI system.

Fig. 8 presents the experiment results when the VSI is

energized under the current control with and without the feed-

forward compensation. To limit the sending current from the

VSI, the reference values are set as 0 for i∗d and i∗q .

As shown in Fig. 8, the transient amplitudes are much lower

if feed-forward compensation is implemented.

Furthermore, the effect of the outer control loop is also

examined. The outer controller regulates the PCC bus real and

reactive power. Similarly, to minimize the current flow when

energizing, the reference values for the real/reactive power

commands are given as 0. Experiment results are shown in

Fig. 9.

From the comparison in Fig. 9, the starting transient in-

cludes large oscillations when the outer control is added.

Sudden reverse power flow and oscillations exist. On the other

hand, almost no obvious transients can be observed when the

VSI is energized with only current inner control implemented.

Therefore, it is obvious that the optimal solution of energiz-

ing grid-tied VSI system is to start under current control with

the feed-forward units. This start-up method results in much
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Fig. 9: Energizing the grid-tied VSI system with PQ outer control or current
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less transient stress to the devices. Additionally, the controller

should be implemented as simply as possible. The advanced

controllers can be added after the VSI is fully energized.

Indeed, this start-up method has been used by the industry.

For example, a recent presentation by D. Ramasubramanian

of EPRI on black start of an IBR [16] indicates that the

same method is adopted in the synchronization procedure

demonstrated in PSCAD computer simulation.

C. Energizing Multiple Inverters

While the optimal energizing method of starting up single

grid-tied VSI system is obtained from experiments, the strat-

egy to soft energize multiple VSI system is presented below.

As shown in Fig. 1, both VSIs are connected to the grid

from the same PCC bus through an RL choke filter. For the

hardware implementation, the VSIs and dc power supplies are

the same. The only difference is the size of the RL choke

filters.

Based on the soft energizing method obtained from the

previous experiments, the start-up process is similar. First, the

dc supplies are turned on to pre-charge the dc-link capacitors

for both VSIs. Next, the grid emulator is turned on, and the

PLL starts to track the voltage on the PCC bus. Then, the VSI

is turned on after we enable the closed-loop current control

with feed-forward compensation.

The discussion here is whether both should be turned

on simultaneously or sequentially. Two sets of experiments

are performed to provide a comparison: (1) enable control

and unblock PWM signals simultaneously; (2) unblock PWM

signals sequentially.

Fig. 10: Measurements of total real power, reactive power, and voltage
magnitude on the PCC bus. Blue lines indicate the experiment results when
both VSIs are energized simultaneously, and red lines indicate the results
when energized sequentially.

Fig. 10 presents the recorded measurements of the total real

and reactive power sent from VSI-1 and VSI-2 across the PCC

bus, and voltage magnitude in the two experiments. In the first

experiment, both VSIs are enabled simultaneously, and results

are represented by the blue lines. In the second experiment,

VSI-2 was enabled prior to VSI-1, and red lines show the re-

sults. According to the comparison, larger transient responses

in both real and reactive power are observed when both VSIs

are turned on simultaneously. On the other hand, the sequential

energizing approach results in less severe transients. Therefore,

the method of energizing sequentially is recommended.

IV. LESSONS LEARNED

After trials and errors, we learned important lessons on

energizing a grid-tied VSI system. They are summarized in

the following.

(i) The sequence of turning on each device is important.

Correct operation sequence can prevent the system from re-

verse power flow and fault scenario at the beginning, especially

when deciding the dc-link capacitor pre-charging sequence.

Wrong sequence or careless starting can push the dc source to



fault conditions easily. Additionally, the energizing sequence

also plays a role when starting up multiple VSI systems, where

energizing them simultaneously could cause larger transients

compare to sequentially.

(ii) The second takeaway is synchronization with the grid

from the beginning of the energizing process can be achieved

through proper feedback controls. PLL is important in the

synchronization process since it can provide the voltage angle.

Making the converter working as a current source is better

during the start-up process than making the converter working

in the PQ control mode.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a series of hardware based experiments

to compare and provide a practical approach to energize

grid-tied voltage-sourced inverter systems, including a single-

VSI system and a multiple-VSI system. The key to starting

with minimal transients is to employ well-tuned PLL for

synchronization process and have the converter working as a

current source. This is achieved by the inner-current control,

along with feedforward unit. The generated dq-frame converter

voltage reference will be further converted to the abc-frame

PWM modulation signals after combining the output angle of

the PLL.
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